Bocce Ball on a Court

If the Rules posted at the Moose Lodge differ from these rules the posted rules at the Lodge
will be used as they pertain to their courts.
The Players
Each team has four players (no gender restrictions); two players on each team are to be stationed
on either end of the court. Players do not switch ends during a game, but they can switch ends
between games if they play the same team again.
Each team will have a captain who will participate in the coin toss and assign players to their
positions on the court.
The match begins with a coin toss between the two captains. The winner of the coin flip is the
first to throw the pallino and chooses the color of the team's bocce balls.
Throwing Rules
A player may toss the pallino any distance as long as the ball passes the center line of the court
and does not hit the back wall, although it may be bounced off the sideboards. If the thrower fails
to toss the ball properly, the pallino toss is left to the other team captain. If the second captain
fails, the pallino is placed approximately in the center of the hitting foul line at the opposite end
of the court in order to speed up play.
The pallino may be knocked anywhere on the court except back over the center line or out of the
court, in which case the frame would end and restart.
The first bocce ball will be thrown by the player who originally tossed the pallino. All balls are
thrown underhand.
For a bocce ball to score points, it must be thrown from behind the pointing foul line. Any ball
thrown between the pointing foul line and the hitting foul line is considered a throw to hit other
balls. A player may walk up to the center line in order to view the position of the balls before
throwing.
If the thrown bocce ball hits the back wall, that team must roll again. Otherwise they will step
aside and that team does not roll again until the opposing team has either gotten one of its bocce
balls closer to the pallino or has thrown all of its balls. A team whose ball ties the opponent's
closest ball must throw again. Team members can throw in any order.
A player must first inform the other players (or the referee, if there is one) that he/she intends to
throw from the hitting foul line to hit (spock) another team's bocce ball. The thrown ball will be
removed from the court if it does not hit the pallino or another ball.

Once a bocce ball leaves the court, it is considered a dead ball and is removed from play for that
frame.
Shooting (lofting the ball in the air beyond the center line of the court) is not allowed. This is
sometimes called "volo shooting.
Players may step on but not over the proper foul line before releasing the pallino or a bocce ball.
A player's toe may not go beyond the width of the foul line before a ball is released. After one
warning, this action will result in a voided pallino throw or a thrown bocce ball will be removed
from the court.
Balls may be bounced off or played against sideboards. If a player, at any time during the game,
rolls the wrong color of ball, simply replace it with the correct color when it comes to rest. If a
player rolls out of turn, the other team has the option to return the thrown ball and replace any
moved balls to their original position or leave all balls as thrown.
Scoring
Only one team scores in a frame. The official score of the frame is determined after all 8 balls
have been played and measured to the captains' satisfaction. One point is awarded for each ball
of a team that is closer to the pallino than the opponent's closest ball (1 to 4 points). All
measurements should be made from the center of the pallino to the edge of the bocce ball.
The team that scores in the last frame throws the pallino in the next frame. If no team scores,
then the team who scored in the last frame will throw the pallino again.
The team that first scores 13 points wins the game.

